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Abstract
Chronology of northwestern Iran is principally based on archeological
excavations of the area located around Urmia Lake. Although plain and filled
with water, and the outcomes of these excavations are extended to the whole
northwestern region. However, northwestern Iran despite having
geographical diversities with mountainous plains and low stretches, systematic
and comprehensive studies have been lacking until today. Khanghah cemetery
in the province of Ardebil has been one of the important archeological
enclosures in Iran from where graves of the Middle Bronze Age, Iron Age,
and the Parthian period have been unearthed.
The excavated Iron Age graves in this cemetery are of pit grave with generally
individual form of burial, but in some cases, double burials are also seen
there. It seems that direction was not observed in the burials.
The form of potteries are comparable with ceramics found from places such as
Marlik, Lamehzamini, Ghalekuti, Hasanlu V, Kordlore Tepe, Yanik Tepe,
Sialk V, Qeytariyeh, Geoy tepe B, Dinkha III, Shahiryeri, Sagzabad,
Lasulkan, Mariyan, Chir Chir, Ghabrestan, Khurvin, Haftavan V, Agh evlar,
Chilakhaneh and Uzbeki.
Keywords: Khanghah Cemetery; Iron Age Graves; Chronology; NW Iran.
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Introduction

Khurvin Cemetery (Vanden Berch, 1964),

Khanghah Gilvan cemetery is located in

Giyan Tepe (Young, 1969), Godin Tepe

the town of Khalkhal in Ardabil province.

(Young, 1969).

This cemetery came into light during a
road construction project in the village of

Khanghah Gilvan Cemetery

Khanghah. To date, four archeological

The Gilvan Cemetery is located in the

excavations have been carried out there

northwestern side of Khanghah village and

and obtained graves from periods between

is attached to it. The area is 60 kilometers

the Middle Bronze Age to Parthian. The

southeast of the city of Khalkhal in

current paper intends to focus on four

Shahrud division and about 180 kilometers

graves related to the Iron Age that were

south of the city of Ardabil (Map 1).

excavated during the first season.

During the road construction project in
May 2006 in the village of Khanghah, the

Background Studies

remains of some ancient graves became

From the excavated enclosures related to

evident (Fig. 1). In August 2006, a group

the Iron Age in North-West Iran, one can

under the supervision of the author was

point to Hasanlu Tepe (Dyson, 1989), Haji

appointed to oversee and explore the area

Firuz Tepe (Voigt, 1983), Dinkhah Tepe

(Map 2). During the first season, 16 burials

(Muscarella, 1968), Kordlar Tepe (Lippert,

were excavated where Burials 12, 15, 16

1976),

and 25 belong to the Iron Age I, which will

Geoy Tepe

(Burton,

Brown),

Haftavan Tepe (Burney, 1969, 1970, 1973,

be discussed below (Rezaloo, 2012: 97)

1975, and 1979), Geoy Masjid cemetery
(Hojabri Nobari, 2004), Qalla Khosrow

Burial 12

(Rezalo, 2007). And from the excavated

This grave is located in the northern part of

Iron Age sites in rest of Iranian region,

Trench A. This is a pit grave lacking any

following

sites

can

mentioned:

structure. In other words, this type of

Sagzabad

Tepe

(Malek

Shahmirzadi,

graves has no particular architectural

1977), Sialk A&B Cemeteries (Ghirshman,

feature and was created by digging a hole

1939),

1996),

and

1991),

dimensions are 200 ×175×160 cm. This

Marlik

Qeytariyeh

be

(Negahban,

(Kambakhsh

Fard,
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grave belonged to 30 to 35 years old man

1982: Plan, 63, No. 4) and Ghalekuti

and buried semi closed in north-south

(Egami, Fukai and Masuda 1965: Plan

direction with face toward the southeast.

LXII, No. 17). B12: N4: Open rim ware

The skeleton was found open above the

with upright rim was at the eastern side of

waist and the lower parts i.e. pelvic and

the skeleton towards its right leg (Plan 2,

feet were folded and placed to the left side

No. 8). This sample is comparable with the

(Fig. 2). It seems that during the burial

Iron Age I pottery from Haftavan V

there was no deliberate attempt to create a

(Talaei, 2004: Fig. 4, No. D) and

smooth surface to place the dead. In a way,

Lamehzamini (Fukai and Matsutani 1982:

legs were placed on the higher level whose

PL, 62, N 30). B12: N5: vessel with

difference from the waist was more or less

vertical opening rim was placed attached to

35 cm. Hands were folded and placed on

pelvic in the eastern part of the grave. The

the chest (Plan 1).Gifts (Plan 2) were

pot’s with opening rim is inclined to west

placed in the grave in the following ways:

and the skeleton (Plan 2, No. 12). Sample

B12: N1: Bronze dagger was placed on the

of these ware is comparable to the Iron

highest level of 30+cm from the skeleton.

Age I vessels from Lasulkan (Egami, Fukai

B12: N2: Open vertical rim ware was

and Masuda 1965: PL, XXXIX, N1), Silk

placed in the eastern part of the grave (Plan

V (Ghirshman 1939: PL XLVI, No.664b),

2, No.11). Samples of this ware are

Khurvin (Vanden Berghe 1964: PL 88) and

comparable with the Iron Age I pottery

Marlik (Negahban 1996: Fig 22, No. 552).

vessels obtained at Haftavan V (Talaei,

B12: N6: A jar in the eastern part of the

2004: Fig. 4, No. 0) and Qeytarieh

grave, and attached to the body. B12: N7:

(Kambakhsh Fard, 1991: Plan 110 - No.

A short necked jar is placed on the west

2024). B12: N3: Open inverted rim ware

side of the grave (Plan 2, No.1). The

was placed at the eastern edge of the

sample can be compared with the Iron Age

skeleton and on the right of pelvic (Plan 2,

I pottery from Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004:

No. 13). Samples of this ware are

No. 4 m), Silk V (Ghirshman 1939: PL

comparable to the Iron Age I potteries

XLVII, No.443) and Aaq Oler (Schaeffer,

from Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004: Fig. 1, No.

1948: Fig 217, No. 39). B12: N8: An

k), Lamehzamini (Fukai and Matsutani,

inverted rim vessel placed in the line the
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elbow on the western side of the grave

B12: N13: An open mouth vessel was

(Plan 2, No. 3). The vessel is comparable

placed at the western part of the grave.

with samples from Mariyan (Khalatbari,

B12: N14: One dark brown and circular

2004:

Qeytarieh

agate bead is discovered which was placed

(Kambakhsh Fard, 1991: Plan 110 - No.

around the neck of skeleton. B12: N15: A

1926) and Khurvin (Vandenberg, 1964: PL

vertical long neck vessel was placed in the

59). B12: N9: A short necked jar was

eastern corner of the grave (Plan 2, No. 5)

placed in the eastern part (Plan 2, No. 4). It

that can be compared with the Iron Age I

can be compared with vessel of the Iron

vessels

Age I from Qeytarieh (Kambakhshfard,

(Dyson, 1964: Fig 3, No.7) and Khurvin

1991: Plan 115 - No. 942), Uzbeki Tepe

(Vandenberg, 1964:PL 165). B12: N16:

(Majidzadeh,

and

An open mouth vessel with outright rim

Chilakhaneh (Schaeffer 1948: Fig. 219,

that was placed in eastern corner (Plan 2,

No. 5). B12: N10: Vessel with inverted

No. 7) can be compared with vessels form

rim was placed in the western part of the

Lasulkan Tepe (Egami, Fukai and Masuda

grave (Plan 2, No. 2). This is comparable

1965: PL, LXXXV.III, No. 2). B12: N17:

with the Iron Age I samples found from

A Bronze earring was found in the eastern

Lameh zamini (Fukai and Matsutani, 1982:

part and on the right side of the face. B12:

PL, 58), Yanik Tepe (Burney, 1961: PL.

N18: A Bronze pin with a circular loop

XLIV, No. 28). B12: N11: Vessel with

was placed at the western fringe of the

inverted rim but with two handles was

grave. B12: N19: A vessel with an

placed in the eastern part of the grave (Plan

inverted opening was located in the eastern

2, No. 10) which is comparable with Iron

part (Plan 2, No. 9). This can be compared

Age I vessels obtained from Haftavan V

with vessels from the Iron Age I which

(Talaei, 2004: Fig. 4, No. K). B12: N12:

were discovered in Haftavan V (Talaei,

An open mouth vessel with vertical rim

2004: Fig. 4, No. G), Lamehzamini (Fukai

was placed in the eastern part (Plan 2, No.

and Matsutani 1982: PL, 62, No. 7) and

6) which is comparable with the samples

Hasanlu V (Dyson, 1964: Fig 3, No. 8).

obtained from Lamehzamini (Fukai and

B12: N20: A closed mouth vessel was

Matsutani, 1982: PL, 58, No.4, No.4).

placed at the right side of the skeleton in

Disc

6,

No.

2003,

6),

Fig.

16)
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the eastern part of the grave (Plan 2 No.

facing east and a small stone was placed

15). Sample vessel is comparable to the

below the skull which seems to be

Iron Age I pottery vessel obtained from

intentional. The skull was placed to the

Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004:Fig. 1, No. f) and

right. Upper part of the body was open and

Lamehzamini (Fukai and Matsutani 1982:

placed in north-south direction (Fig. 3).

PL, 59, No. 4). B12: N21: A number of

The legs were folded in a way that the right

light blue ferrite beads and almost circular

leg was placed on the left one. Hands are

were found inside Bowl 20. B12: N22: A

free (Plan 3). Gifts in the grave (Plan 4) are

vessel with an opening and outright rim

placed in the following ways:

was found in the northern side (Plan 2 No.

B15:N1: Big circular clay bead in the light

14) which is comparable to the Iron Age I

blue color was placed on the west side of

vessels found at Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004:

the grave near the left shoulder and scapula

Fig. 2, No. u) and Ghalekuti (Egami, Fukai

bones. B15:N2: A cylindrical glass bead of

and Masuda, 1965: PL, XLVIIa, No.7).

dark blue and yellow was placed on the

B12: N23: An open mouth vessel that was

western side, at a 3cm distance from the

placed at the distal limb. B12: N24: And a

clayed bead. B15:N3: A bronze statue with

vessel with an opening was found placing

quite sterile form associating with a female

below the feet at the northern part of the

body was placed on western side near the

grave.

upper left shoulder and scapula of the
dead. B15:N4: Three frit beads of blue

Burial 15

color and nearly circular and cylindrical

This grave is located in the Trench B and is

were placed on the chest. It seems that

a kind of pit graves. Thus, after digging the

these all beads are related to a necklace

hole and the burial ritual, it was covered

that was tied around the neck of the dead.

with a combination of dark brown clay and

B15:N5: A bronze needle was found in the

rubble. The dimension of the grave is 88 ×

eastern side near the shoulder. B15:N6: An

140 × 145 cm. This grave belongs to a 20

Iron bead lacking a specific form and

to 25 years old woman. The burial was in

shape

north-south direction with skeleton found

deformed bones was placed on the chest

in semi-folded position. The body was

along
135
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decorative beads of different shapes –three

be compared with the Iron Age I vessels

of which are light blue color ferrite and

from Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004: Fig. 8, No.

one dark brown cornelian have also been

d) and Ghalekuti (Egami, Fukai and

found. These were scattered on the west

Masuda 1965: PL, XL VIII, No. 34). B15:

side of the grave. B15:N8: A bronze

N15: Another short-neck jar in the western

spearhead was found in the western part.

part are comparable to vessels obtained

B15:N9: A bronze dagger also found in the

Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004:Fig. 4, No. n)

western part of the grave. B15: N10: Two

and Sialk V (Ghirshman 1939: PL XLIII,

u-shaped bronze objects were placed on

No. 530b). B15: N16: An open-mouth

the western side. B15: N11: A high neck

vessel with a single handle found in the

clay vessel was also located in the western

western side. B15: N17: Long-neck clay

part (Plan 4, No. 4). This object is

vessel placed on the western side of the

comparable with the Iron Age I vessels

grave. B15: N18: A clay vessel with

obtained from Qeytarieh (Kambakhshfard,

vertical rim was placed in the western side

1991: Plan 107, No. 1546), Uzbeki Tepe

(Plan 4, No. 3) which is comparable to the

(Majidzadeh, 2003: Fig. 20), Sialk V

Iron Age I vessels found at Ghalekuti

(Ghirshman 1939: PL XXXVIII, No.

(Egami, Fukai and Masuda 1965: PL,

451b), Khurvin (Vandenberg, 1964: PL

LXII, No. 17) and Lamehzamini (Fukai

147) and Marlik (Negahban 1996: Fig 17,

and Matsutani 1982: PL, 60, No.10). B15:

No. 496). B15:N12: A clay vessel with an

N19: A clay vessel with an opening and

opening and inverted rim found in the

inverted rim was placed in the western side

western part (Plan 4, No. 2). This sample is

(Plan 4, No. 1). This can be compared to

comparable to the Iron Age I pottery

objects of the Iron Age I obtained from

vessels obtained at Haftavan V (Talaei,

Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004: Fig. 5, No. c)

2004: Fig.4, No. D), Lamehzamini (Fukai

and Lamehzamini (Fukai and Matsutani

and Matsutani 1982: PL, 57, No.1). B15:

1982: PL, 63, No. 3). B15: N20: A short-

N13: A clay vessel with one handle was

neck clay jar was located in the western

placed on the western plank of the grave.

part (Plan 4, No. 5) which is also

B15: N14: A short-neck jar was placed in

comparable to the Iron Age I vessels from

the western part (Plan 4, No. 6) which can

Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004: Fig. 8, No. n),
136
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Lamehzamini (Fukai and Matsutani 1982:

B16: N3: A clay vessel with inverted rim

PL, 60, No. 4) and Kordlore Tepe (Lippert

was placed on the east (Plan 6, No.1). The

1979: ABB 6, No. 1).

sample vessel is comparable with the Iron

Burial 16

Age I vessels collected from archeological

The grave is located in the northern part of

sites of Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004:Fig. 3,

the Trench B. This is also a kind of pit

No. f) and Lamehzamini (Fukai and

graves where none of the distinguishable

Matsutani 1982: PL, 62, No. 3). B16: N4:

features is seen from the surface. It has a

A vessel with open bore vertical edge was

dimension of 80 × 85 × 100 cm and

located in the eastern side (Plan 6, No. 2)

belonged to a 25 to 30 years old man. It is

which is comparable with the Iron Age I

hard to ascertain due to its chaotic

vessels collected from archeological sites

condition. It seems to be a secondary burial

of Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004:Fig. 2, No. n),

in a way that the skeleton was placed

Qeytarieh (Kambakhsh Fard, 1991: Plan

elsewhere but later transferred to this place

110, No. 2023), Uzbeki Tepe (Majidzadeh

and its burial rite was performed. The

2003: Fig. 17), Ghalekuti (Egami, Fukai

skeleton is lying on the left side in the

and Masuda 1965: PL, XLVIIa, No.6) and

north-south direction with face towards

Dinkha III (Muscarella 1974: Fig 47, No.

south (Fig. 4). Among body skeletal, only

863).

spine and chest are remaining. With

Burial 25

respect to the bodily remains it can be

This burial is located in the northwestern

guessed

section of Trench A. This is also a pit-type

that

the

southwest-northeast.

burial
Hand

direction is
bones

are

burial with a dimension of 180 x 160 x 160

unclear. The leg bones are placed the

cm. In this grave, double burial was

north-south direction (Plan 5). Gifts inside

performed. Due to chaotic nature of

the grave are scattered (Plan 6) as follows:

skeletons it seems that a secondary burial

B16: N1: A bronze dagger was found in

was performed in this grave. One of the

the southern part of the grave. B16: N2:

burials belongs to a woman aged between

An arrowhead -shaped bronze pendant

25 and 30 years and the other is that of a

with a circular loop that was placed inside

male of 30 to 35 years old which is placed

a clay vessel and kept on the eastern side.

below the first one. The female skeleton
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was assembled state in the east-west

Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004: Fig.1, No. k)

direction and face towards the north. Only

and Marlik Tepe (Negahban 1996: Fig 27,

upper thoracic spine and chest limbs are

No.602). B25:N4: A vessel with open

remaining that with due attention to

inverted rim in the northern part is closed

evidences can be guessed that the upper

to vessels 2 and 3 (Plan 8, No. 5). These

part of the body was places as open vault.

samples are comparable with vessels

The condition of hands and feet is

obtained from Haftvan V (Talaei, 2004:

unknown. As skeletons are damages, it can

Fig.1, No. II) Lamehzamini (Fukai and

be said that there was a secondary burial in

Matsutani 1982: PL, 59, No. 2). B25: N5:

this grave. The distance between the two

A closed-mouth ceramic pot placed on the

skeletons in the grave, there are about 15

northern side. B25: N6: A clay jar with an

cm layers of dirt and rubble. Burials are in

average neck is located in the northeast

assembled state in the north-south direction

(Plan 8, No. 11). This is comparable with

and face towards the east. With respect to

the Iron Age I vessels obtained from

existing evidences, the upper part of the

Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004:Fig. 1, No. f),

body was laid as open vault (Fig. 5).

Lamehzamini (Fukai and Matsutani 1982:

Nothing much has been left from limbs

PL, 59, No. 2) and Aaq Oler (Schaeffer

from hands and feet (Plan 7). Following

1948: Fig. 217, No. 25). B25: N7: An open

gifts were put inside the grave (Plan 8):

mouth and inverted rim vessel was placed

B25:N1: A vessel with inverted rim was

in the northeast (Plan 8, No. 3) which is

placed in the northern side. B25: N2: A

also comparable with the Iron Age I

vessel with inverted rim in the northern

vessels obtained from Haftavan V (Talaei,

side (Plan 8, No. 7) can be compared with

2004:Fig.

the Iron Age vessels obtained from

(Majidzadeh 2003: Fig. 17) and Ghalekuti

Haftavan V (Talaei, 2004: Fig.1, No. AA)

(Egami, Fukai and Masuda 1965: PL,

and, Geoy Tepe B (Burtun Brown 1951:

XLV, No. 6). B25: N8: An open mouth

Fig 32, No.18). B25: N3: The pottery with

and inverted rim vessel was placed in the

inverted rim which is located in the

northeast

northern part (Plan 8, No. 4) is comparable

comparable with the Iron Age I vessels

with the Iron Age I vessels found at

obtained
138
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2004:Fig. 1, No. GG), and Lamehzamini

N16: The vessel in the middle (Plan 8, No.

(Fukai and Matsutani 1982: PL, 57, No. 1).

6) is comparable with the Iron Age I

B25:N9: A vessel with modest neck was

pottery found at Shahryeri Tepe (Ebtehaj

placed in the northeast. B25:N10: An open

2004: Plan 3, No. 16), Ghalekuti (Egami,

mouth and inverted rim vessel was placed

Fukai and Masuda 1965: PL, LIX, No.1),

in the northeast (Plan 8, No. 2) is

Khurvin (Vandenberg, 1964: PL 84) and

comparable with the Iron Age I vessels

Marlik (Negahban 1996: Fig 27, No.607).

obtained

(Talaei,

B25: N17: A pot with an opening placed in

2004:Fig. 3, No. h), and Ghalekuti (Egami,

the middle. B25: N18: A clay dish with

Fukai and Masuda 1965: PL, LXXX III,

upright rim was placed in the northern part.

No. 8). B25:N11: A clay vessel with an

B25: N19: A short-neck jar on the northern

opening and inverted rim in the eastern

side. B25: N20: A clay vessel with

part (Plan 8, No. 8). This sample is

inverted

comparable with the Iron Age I pottery

B25:N21: A bronze pin with a circular

vessels

V

hole at one of its end was placed in vessel

(Kambakhshfard, 1991: Plan 110, No.

number 1. B25: N22: A medium neck

1714) and Khurvin (Vandenberg, 1964: PL

vessel on the northern side (Plan 8, No. 9).

59). B25:N12: A vessel with medium neck

This is comparable with the Iron Age I

was kept at the eastern side of the burial.

potteries

B25:N13: A vessel with an opening and

(Talaei, 2004: Fig. 2, No. s) and Geoy

inverted rim also kept in the eastern side.

Tepe B (Burtun Brown 1951: Fig 33, No.

B25: N14: The vessel with an average

1904). B25: N23: A bronze earrings grave

neck in the eastern side (Plan 8, No. 10) is

found at the southern part. B25: N24: A

comparable with the Iron Age I vessels

bronze brooch was placed on the chest of

obtained from Qeytarieh (Kambakhshfard,

the dead.

1991:

from

found

Plan

Haftvan

at

1150,

V

Qeytarieh

No.

942)

rim

on

acquired

the

from

northern

side.

Haftavan

V

and

Lamehzamini (Fukai and Matsutani 1982:

Conclusion

PL, 61, No. 7). B25:N15: A clay vessel

Khanghah Gilvan cemetery is one of the

with an opening and inverted rim was

unique examples of ancient cemeteries in

placed in the middle of the burial. B25:

the country. Initial studies showed that
139
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these burials cover an area of about 300

Objects obtained from the aforementioned

hectares.

proposed

burials are comparable with data obtained

cemetery was used for a longer period of

from other the Iron Age I sites such as

time. As such, with a limited study

Marlik Tepe, Lamehzamini, Ghalekuti,

conducted there, the group headed by the

Hasanlu V, Kordlar Tepe, Yanik Tepe,

author could find the presence of burials

Sialk V, Qeytariyeh, Geoy Tepe B,

ranging from the Middle Bronze Age to the

Dinkhah

Parthian period.

Laslukan,

Furthermore,

the

Among the most important burials

III,

Shehryeri,

Mariyan,

Sagzabad,

Chyr

Chyr,

Ghabrestan, Khurvin, Haftavan V, Aq

unearthed there, a majority of them belong

Ovler, Chilakhaneh and Uzbeki.

to the Iron Age. The current paper has tried
to evaluate four burials found during the
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Map 1 location of Khanghah cemetery in Iran

Map 2 Topography of Khanghah Cemetery and Excavated
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Fig 1 Representing entire Khanghah Cemetery from Northern Side

Plan1 Burial 12

Fig 2 Burial 12
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Plan 2 Pottery at Burial 12
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Fig 3 Burial 15

Plan 3. Burial 15
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Plan 4 Pottery at Burial 15

Plan 5 Burial 16
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Plan 5 Burial 16

Plan 6 Pottery at Burial 16
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Plan 7 Burial 25

Fig 5 Burial 25

Plan 8 Pottery at Burial 25
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ﺑﺮرﺳﯽ ﻇﺮوف ﺳﻔﺎﻟﯿﻦ ﺗﺪﻓﯿﻦ ﻫﺎي ﻋﺼﺮ آﻫﻦ ﮔﻮرﺳﺘﺎن ﺧﺎﻧﻘﺎه ﮔﯿﻠﻮان-
ﺷﻤﺎﻟﻐﺮب اﯾﺮان

رﺿﺎ رﺿﺎﻟﻮ ،1ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻋﻠﯿﺰاده ﺳﻮﻻ ،2ﻣﻬﺪي ﮐﺎﻇﻢ
درﯾﺎﻓﺖ91/12/23:

ﭘﻮر3

ﭘﺬﯾﺮش92/11/7 :

ﮔﺎﻫﻨﮕﺎري ﺷﻤﺎل ﻏﺮب اﯾﺮان ﻋﻤﺪﺗﺎ ﺑﺮ اﺳﺎس ﻧﺘﺎﯾﺞ ﮐﺎوش ﻣﺤﻮﻃﻪ ﻫﺎﯾﯽ اﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ در اﻃﺮاف درﯾﺎﭼﻪ اروﻣﯿﻪ
واﻗﻊ اﺳﺖ .اﯾﻦ ﻧﺎﺣﯿﻪ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺒﺎ ﺟﻠﮕﻪ اي و ﭘﺮ آب اﺳﺖ و ﻧﺘﺎﯾﺞ اﯾﻦ ﮐﺎوش ﻫﺎ ﺑﻪ ﮐﻞ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﮥ ﺷﻤﺎل ﻏﺮب اﯾﺮان

ﺗﻌﻤﯿﻢ داده ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ .اﯾﻦ در ﺣﺎﻟﯽ اﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ ﺷﻤﺎل ﻏﺮب اﯾﺮان داراي ﭼﻬﺮه ﻫﺎي ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺟﻐﺮاﻓﯿﺎﯾﯽ از
ﻗﺒﯿﻞ ﻧﻮاﺣﯽ ﺟﻠﮕﻪ اي و ﮐﻢ آب و ﮐﻮﻫﺴﺘﺎﻧﯽ ﺑﻮده و در ﺑﯿﺸﺘﺮ اﯾﻦ ﻣﻨﺎﻃﻖ ﺗﺎ ﺑﻪ اﻣﺮوز ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت ﺟﺎﻣﻊ و
روﺷﻤﻨﺪي ﺻﻮرت ﻧﮕﺮﻓﺘﻪ اﺳﺖ .ﮔﻮرﺳﺘﺎن ﺧﺎﻧﻘﺎه در اﺳﺘﺎن اردﺑﯿﻞ ﯾﮑﯽ از ﻣﻬﻤﺘﺮﯾﻦ ﻣﺤﻮﻃﻪ ﻫﺎي ﮔﻮرﺳﺘﺎﻧﯽ
در اﯾﺮان ﺑﻮده ﮐﻪ در آن ﮔﻮرﻫﺎﯾﯽ از ﻋﺼﺮ ﻣﻔﺮغ ﻣﯿﺎﻧﯽ ،ﻋﺼﺮ آﻫﻦ و دوره ﭘﺎرﺗﯽ ﺑﺪﺳﺖ آﻣﺪه اﺳﺖ.
ﮔﻮرﻫﺎي ﻋﺼﺮ آﻫﻦ ﮐﺎوش ﺷﺪه در اﯾﻦ ﮔﻮرﺳﺘﺎن ،از ﻧﻮع ﮔﻮرﻫﺎي ﭼﺎﻟﻪ اي اﺳﺖ .ﺗﺪﻓﯿﻦ ﻫﺎ ﻋﻤﻮﻣﺎ
ﺑﺼﻮرت اﻧﻔﺮادي ﺑﻮده وﻟﯽ در ﺑﺮﺧﯽ ﻣﻮارد ﺑﻪ ﺻﻮرت دو ﻧﻔﺮه ﻧﯿﺰ دﯾﺪه ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮد .ﺑﻪ ﻧﻈﺮ ﻣﯽ رﺳﺪ ﮐﻪ ﯾﮏ
ﺟﻬﺖ ﻣﺸﺨﺺ در ﺗﺪﻓﯿﻦ ﻫﺎ رﻋﺎﯾﺖ ﻧﺸﺪه اﺳﺖ.
اﺷﯿﺎء و ﻇﺮوف ﺳﻔﺎﻟﯽ از ﻧﻈﺮ ﺷﮑﻞ و ﻓﺮم ﺑﺎ ﻧﻤﻮﻧﻪ ﻫﺎي ﺑﺪﺳﺖ آﻣﺪه از ﻣﺤﻮﻃﻪ ﻫﺎﯾﯽ ﻣﺎﻧﻨﺪ ﻣﺎرﻟﯿﮏ ،ﻟﻤﻪ
زﻣﯿﻨﯽ ،ﻗﻠﻌﻪ ﮐﻮﺗﯽ ،ﺣﺴﻨﻠﻮ  ،Vﮐﺮدﻟﺮ ﺗﭙﻪ ،ﯾﺎﻧﯿﻖ ﺗﭙﻪ ،ﺳﯿﻠﮏ  ،Vﻗﯿﻄﺮﯾﻪ ،ﮔﻮي ﺗﭙﻪ  ،Bدﯾﻨﺨﻮاه  ،IIIﺷﻬﺮ
ﯾﺮي ،ﺳﮕﺰآﺑﺎد ،ﻻﺳﻠﻮﮐﺎن ،ﻣﺮﯾﺎن ،ﭼﯿﺮﭼﯿﺮ ،ﻗﺒﺮﺳﺘﺎن ،ﺧﻮروﯾﻦ ،ﻫﻔﺘﻮان  ،Vآق اوﻟﺮ ،ﭼﯿﻼ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ و ازﺑﮑﯽ
ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﻣﻘﺎﯾﺴﻪ ﻣﯽ ﺑﺎﺷﺪ.
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